
4-H FASHION REVUE EVALUATION SCORECARD (one per outfit)—To be 
completed by the 4-H’er prior to judging.  This will be given to the judge.  A PHOTO OF 
4-H-ER IN THEIR OUTFIT MUST BE STAPLED TO THE BACK OF THIS SHEET 
 
Check One (1):  ____ Construction   ____ Girls Buymanship  ____  Boys Buymanship    
 
Exhibitor Name______________________________________________  Club Name ______________________    

4-H Fair Exhibitor # ___________ 

4-H Age (as of 1/1/18)   _________Level:  (check one) JR._____   INT._____   SR._____   Class # _____________ 
 
List garment and accessories purchased or made by another person: _____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Describe any recycled materials used in your garment/outfit and your plan for what you will do with this 
garment/outfit when you decide not to wear it anymore: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Describe how you have or will care for this garment/outfit: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In terms of your body style and wardrobe needs, why did you choose this garment? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
What is the cost per wear of this garment/outfit (total cost/number of times you will wear it)?: 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Scorecard (To be completed by Judge) 

  Excellent Good Fair Comments: 

General Appearance and Knowledge - 70%     

 A. Posture, Poise     

 B. Personal Grooming     

 C. Garment Condition     

 D. Fit of Garment     

 E. Modeling Skills     

 F. Accessories used to create a total look     

 G. Knowledge of wardrobe plan (#3)     
Construction Appearance &Life Cycle Knowledge - 30%     

 A. Quality of Construction     

 B. Appropriate Finishing Techniques Used     

 C. Plan for Clothing Care &Life Cycle (#1,2)     

 D. Able to Calculate Value per Wear (#4)     
Additional Comments: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  
Circle Placing:     Purple      /       Blue     /     Red     /      White     /       
Champion     /     Res. Champion 
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